We use language theory to study the rational subset problem for groups and monoids. We show that the decidability of this problem is preserved under graph of groups constructions with finite edge groups. In particular, it passes through free products amalgamated over finite subgroups and HNN extensions with finite associated subgroups. We provide a simple proof of a result of Grunschlag showing that the decidability of this problem is a virtual property. We prove further that the problem is decidable for a direct product of a group G with a monoid M if and only if membership is uniformly decidable for G-automaton subsets of M. It follows that a direct product of a free group with any abelian group or commutative monoid has decidable rational subset membership.
Introduction
A key aspect of combinatorial group theory is the study of algorithmic decision problems in finitely generated groups. This trend, which was initiated by Dehn [10] , has always remained central to the subject, and has recently been given new impetus by interest in the potential use of group theory as a basis for the development of secure cryptographic systems (see, for example, [37, 39] ). The best known example of a group-theoretic decision problem is the word problem for a given finitely generated group G: given two words over the generators, decide if they represent the same element, or equivalently, given a word over the generators, decide if it represents the identity.
A natural generalisation is the subgroup membership problem or generalised word problem: given elements u 1 , . . . , u n and g of G (specified as words over the generators), decide if g lies in the subgroup generated by u 1 , . . . , u n [30] . More generally still, one can consider the corresponding problem for finitely generated submonoids and subsemigroups of groups; Margolis, Meakin and Šuniḱ [33] have recently solved the submonoid membership problem for a large class of groups by studying distortion functions. Decidability of the subsemigroup problem is of particular interest since it also implies solvability of the order problem.
From the point of view of computer science and formal language theory, finitely generated subgroups, submonoids and subsemigroups are examples of rational subsets and it is natural also to consider the harder rational subset problem for G: given a rational subset of G (specified using a finite automaton over the generators) and a word representing an element of G, decide if the latter belongs to the former.
It is well known that the subgroup membership problem, and more generally the rational subset problem, is decidable for free groups and for free abelian groups [3, 19, 30] . Many important groups can be built up from these groups using constructions such as direct products, free products (with and without amalgamation), HNN extensions and graphs of groups [30, 38] . Hence, a natural next step is to consider the extent to which decidability of these algorithmic problems is preserved under such operations.
Kapovich, Weidmann and Myasnikov [27] have recently studied the subgroup membership problem in fundamental groups of graphs of groups. It is natural to ask whether their results can be extended to the more general rational subset problem. Their approach generalises the well-known folding technique of Stallings [40] , which starts with a graph easily constructed from the subgroup generators, and incrementally computes the important part of the Schreier graph associated to a finitely generated subgroup of the free group. This method is essentially automata-theoretic, since the graphs can be viewed as automata recognising progressively larger parts of the membership language of the subgroup [6, 32, 41] . However, the folding technique relies upon a degree of symmetry in the automata (the dual automaton property, in the language of [41] ) which is particular to the subgroup case, and so does not easily generalise.
The main aim of the present paper is to make a start upon the study of the relationship between the rational subset problem and the constructions described above. Our approach is largely language-theoretic; in Section 3, we introduce an abstract property of languages which corresponds naturally to decidability of rational subset membership. This simple observation establishes a surprisingly deep connection between algorithmic group theory and formal language theory. It immediately yields simple language-theoretic proofs of several non-trivial known results, including the fact that decidability of the rational subset problem is a virtual property, which was first proved by Grunschlag [19] ; recall that a virtual property of a group is a property inherited from finite index subgroups and overgroups. Conversely, we are also able to use undecidability of a group-theoretic problem to establish a new undecidability result in language theory: there exists a context-free language for which it is undecidable which regular languages it contains.
In Section 4 we proceed to show that our abstract property is preserved when taking the ancestor set of a language under certain infinite rewriting systems. In Section 5, we apply these results to show that decidability of rational subset membership is preserved under graph of groups constructions [38] with finite edge groups. It follows, in particular, that it passes through amalgamated free products over finite subgroups, and HNN extensions with finite associated subgroups.
Section 6 introduces a connection between decidability of rational subsets and the theory of G-automata (see, for example, [17, 25] ), that is, rational transductions of group word problems. Specifically, we show that a direct product of the form G × M has decidable rational subset membership exactly if membership is (uniformly) decidable for G-automaton subsets of M. This combines with a group-theoretic interpretation [25] of a theorem of Chomsky and Schützen-berger [9] and some classical results on commutative monoids [14, 36] to show that any direct product of a free group with an abelian group (or commutative monoid) has decidable rational subset membership.
Finally, in Section 7 we consider the subgroup membership problem and rational subset problem in the important class of graph groups (which are also known as right-angled Artin groups, trace groups or free partially commutative groups). We note some consequences for certain of these groups of our results from Sections 5 and 6, and pose a number of questions regarding other graph groups.
While the primary focus of this paper is on groups, the rational subset problem and associated decision problems are also of interest in more general monoids and semigroups. For example, recent research of Ivanov, Margolis and Meakin [23] has reduced the word problem for a large class of one-relator inverse monoids to the submonoid problem in one-relator groups. Since decidability of rational subset membership is inherited by finitely generated subsemigroups, many of our results about groups have additional implications for monoids and semigroups. We also prove directly some new results for monoids, including the fact that the rational subset problem is decidable for direct products of free groups with free monoids.
Preliminaries
In this section, we provide a brief introduction to rational subsets and associated decision problems.
Rational subsets, languages and transductions
Let M be a finitely generated monoid. Recall that a finite automaton P over M is a finite directed graph with edges labelled by elements of M, with a distinguished initial vertex and a set of distinguished terminal vertices. The labelling of edges extends naturally, via the multiplication in M, to a labelling of paths by elements of M. The subset recognised by the automaton is the set of all elements of M which label paths between the initial vertex and some terminal vertex. A subset of M recognised by some finite automaton is called a rational subset of M. An alternative description of the rational subsets of M is as the smallest collection of subsets of M containing the finite subsets and closed under union, concatenation and generation of submonoids.
A particularly important case arises when M = Σ * is the free monoid on an alphabet Σ , so that the automaton P accepts a language over Σ , which we denote L(P ). A rational subset of a free monoid is called a rational language or regular language. By [5, Proposition III.2.2], the rational subsets of a monoid M are exactly the homomorphic images of regular languages. For a detailed introduction to the theory of regular languages, including a number of alternative definitions, see [13] or [22] .
Another significant case is when M = Σ * × Ω * is a direct product of free monoids. A finite automaton over Σ * × Ω * is called a finite transducer from Σ * to Ω * . A subset recognised by a finite transducer, that is, a rational subset of Σ * × Ω * , is called a rational transduction.
If ρ is a rational transduction then we say that the language Lρ is a rational transduction of the language L. Rational transductions are a powerful tool for studying relationships between formal languages, and many elementary operations on languages are instances of rational transductions. For example, given a word w ∈ Σ * it is straightforward to show that there is an effectively constructible rational transduction taking each language L ⊆ Σ * to its left translation by w, that is, the language wL = {wx | x ∈ L}; an analogous result holds for right translation. More general information about rational transductions can be found in [5] .
Encodings and decision problems
We shall work with algorithmic problems in which abstract objects such as monoid elements, automata and languages are regarded as data. Formally, it is necessary to have an agreed system of (not necessarily unique) finite encodings for such objects, but for brevity and clarity it is unhelpful to refer repeatedly to encodings. Typically we shall introduce an encoding along with the definition of a class of objects, but thereafter leave the encoding implicit.
All groups and monoids in this paper will be finitely generated, and we assume that elements are encoded as words over some (except where otherwise stated, fixed) finite monoid generating set. Our algorithms are not uniform across groups and monoids, and so we do not need to consider an encoding system for groups and monoids themselves.
Finite automata are presumed to have some suitable encoding, from which we can extract the vertex set and for any pairs of vertices p and q, the (encodings of) labels of all edges from p to q. Languages and subsets are typically of a type recognised by some kind of algorithm or automaton or generated by some kind of grammar, and we assume they are encoded as an automaton, algorithm or grammar. Now let C be a set of subsets of a finitely generated monoid M, and suppose we have a fixed system of (not necessarily unique) encodings for elements of C. For example, C might be the set of rational subsets of M, encoded as finite automata. We say that membership is uniformly decidable for C if there is an algorithm which, given an (encoded) set S ∈ C, and an (encoded) element m ∈ M, decides if m lies in S. The following elementary proposition says that this property is independent of the choice of finite generating set for M. Proposition 2.1. Let X and Y be finite generating sets for a monoid M, and let C be a set of subsets of M with a system of encoding for its elements. Suppose there exists an algorithm which, given an (encoded) set S ∈ C and a word u ∈ X * , decides if the word u represents an element of the set S. Then there exists an algorithm which, given an (encoded) set S ∈ C and a word v ∈ Y * , decides if the word v represents an element of the set S.
Proof. For each letter y ∈ Y , let w y ∈ X * be a word representing the same element of M as y. Define a morphism ρ : Y * → X * by y → w y for all y ∈ Y . Now a word v ∈ Y * represents the same element of M as vρ ∈ X * . Hence, it suffices to take the algorithm which, given as input an encoded set S ∈ C and a word v ∈ Y * , computes the word vρ ∈ X * by replacing each letter y of v with w y , and then uses the algorithm given to check whether vρ represents an element of S. 2 One instance of this problem forms the main focus of this paper. A monoid or group M has decidable rational subset problem if membership is uniformly decidable for the rational subsets of M (encoded as finite automata over the generating set). Proposition 2.1 says that this property is invariant under changing the generating set used to specify the element; much the same argument shows that it is also invariant under change of the generator set used for the edge labels in the automaton. Similarly, if a finitely generated monoid M has decidable rational subset problem, then it is clear that if N is a finitely generated submonoid of M then the rational subset problem is also decidable for N . Moreover, given an algorithm for the rational subset problem in M and a finite set of generators for the submonoid N , we can effectively compute an algorithm for the rational subset problem in N .
Decidability of the rational subset problem for a group G implies decidability of the word problem and the subgroup, subsemigroup and submonoid membership problems. Since an element g ∈ G has finite order exactly if the subsemigroup generated by g contains the identity, an algorithm for the rational subset problem also allows one to decide if a given element has finite order. Moreover, if g does have finite order then, since the word problem is solvable, it is a simple matter to compute the order by enumerating words representing powers and checking if they represent the identity.
Groups and word problems
If G is a finitely generated group generated by a subset A then the word problem W A (G) for G with respect to A is the set of all words in A * which represent the identity in G. More generally, given a monoid M generated by a subset A and an element m ∈ M, we denote by W A (M, m) the set of all words in A * representing the element m ∈ M.
Regular intersection decidability
In this section we observe that decidability of the rational subset problem in a group is equivalent to a natural language-theoretic property of the word problem. By studying the abstract class of languages with this property, we show that many existing results about the rational subset problem for groups can be easily deduced from standard results in language theory. In Section 4, we shall see that this property of languages is preserved when taking ancestor sets under certain infinite rewriting systems. In Section 5, we shall apply these results to the rational subset problem for fundamental groups of graphs of groups, and hence for amalgamated free products and HNN extensions.
We begin by introducing an algorithmic problem that can be associated to any formal language. Let L ⊆ Σ * be a language. The regular intersection decision problem or RID problem for L is the problem of deciding, given a finite automaton over Σ , whether the language recognised intersects (that is, has non-empty intersection) with L. An algorithm which solves this problem is called an RID algorithm for L, and if there exists such an algorithm then L is called regular intersection decidable or RID. It is easily seen that an RID algorithm solves the RID problem for a unique language; hence, RID languages can be encoded (although not uniquely) as algorithms which solve their RID problem.
The following provides the connection with the rational subset problem for groups, and is our motivation for studying RID languages. Proof. Let R be a rational subset of G encoded as a regular language L of A * . Then given an element g ∈ G, one has g ∈ R if and only if L intersects with W A (G, g) This establishes the equivalence of (i) and (iii). That (iii) implies (ii) is immediate. For the converse, let w ∈ A * represent g ∈ G and let L ⊆ A * be a regular language. Then, since (ii) clearly allows us to solve the word problem, we can effectively compute a word u ∈ A * representing g −1 . Moreover, we can effectively compute the regular language uL. Now L intersects with W A (G, g) if and only if W A (G) intersects with uL; by assumption, we can test the latter. 2
Despite the simplicity of the proof, we shall see that Theorem 3.1 establishes a surprisingly deep connection between algorithmic group theory and formal language theory. We observe that the equivalence of (i) and (iii) holds also for monoids. The following proposition summarises some elementary properties of the class of RID languages.
Proposition 3.2. The class of RID languages is effectively closed under union and rational transduction (and hence also under morphism, inverse morphism, intersection with regular languages and right and left translation). The class of RID languages is strictly contained within the class of recursive languages, and contains the class of indexed languages (and hence also the contextfree and regular languages).
Proof. If L and K are RID languages and R is a regular language then R intersects with L ∪ K exactly if it intersects with L or K, so closure under union is clear.
For closure under rational transduction, suppose L ⊆ A * is RID and σ ⊆ A * × B * is a rational transduction; we must show that the language
is RID. To this end, suppose we are given a regular language Q ⊆ B * . Let
Then P is a regular language, and moreover can be effectively computed from Q [5, Corollary III.4.2]. Now it is easily verified that K intersects with Q if and only if L intersects with P ; by assumption, the latter can be checked. The class of indexed languages (encoded as indexed grammars) is effectively closed under intersection with regular languages [1, Corollary 3] , and has decidable emptiness problem [1, Theorem 4.1]. Thus, one can test if a regular language R intersects with an indexed language L by computing the intersection L ∩ R, and testing it for emptiness. Hence, indexed languages are RID. Since regular and context-free languages are indexed [1] , it follows also that these languages are RID.
Since singleton sets are (effectively computable as) regular sets, the membership problem for a language is reducible to the RID problem, so RID languages are recursive. On the other hand, the group F 2 × F 2 has solvable word problem but a construction of Mikhailova [34] shows that it has undecidable rational subset problem [30, Section IV.4] . Hence, by Theorem 3.1, its word problem is recursive but not RID. 2
We now discuss a number of consequences of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2. The following lemma will combine with these results to show that the decidability of the rational subset problem is inherited by finite index overgroups, and hence is a virtual property. The idea, which has been used by several authors [15, 17, 20] , is essentially a recoding of the Kaloujnine-Krasner embedding [24] . For completeness, we state and prove the lemma explicitly.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a finitely generated group and H a finite index subgroup. Let X be a finite generating set for G and Y be a finite generating set for H . Then there is a rational transduction
. . , g n be a complete set of right coset representatives of H in G, assuming without loss of generality that g 1 is the identity. For each x ∈ X and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, choose a word The easier part of a celebrated theorem of Muller and Schupp [35] states that every finitely generated virtually free group has context-free word problem. Combining this with Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we immediately obtain the following result which subsumes a result of Benois [3] . A proof of this nature was first suggested by Margolis and Meakin [31] Corollary 3.
Finitely generated virtually free groups have decidable rational subset problem.
A significant open question is that of which finitely generated groups have word problems which are indexed languages [1, 2, 18, 29] ; an answer is likely to be of significant interest in both group theory and language theory. Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 give an alternative proof of the following result of Lisovik [29] , which gives a necessary condition for a group to have indexed word problem. Corollary 3.6. Let G be a finitely generated group with indexed word problem. Then G has decidable rational subset membership (and hence decidable subgroup membership problem and order problem).
We can also use Theorem 3.1 to obtain some purely language theoretic results. We have already observed that the group F 2 × F 2 has undecidable subgroup membership problem [34] and hence, by Theorem 3.1, non-RID word problem. In [20] , it is shown that the word problem of this group is the complement of a context-free language. Combining these two we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.7. The class of complements of context-free languages is not contained in the class of RID languages.
Since a regular language intersects with a language L exactly if it is not contained in the complement of L, Corollary 3.7 is equivalent to the following statement.
Corollary 3.8. There exists a context-free language L such that there is no algorithm which decides, given a regular language R, whether R is contained in L.
We note that the related problems in which the regular language is fixed and the context-free language varies are also undecidable in general, as a consequence of undecidability of completeness for context-free languages; a detailed study of these problems can be found in [21] .
RID languages and monadic rewriting systems
In this section, we show that the class of RID languages is closed under the operation of taking ancestor sets with respect to certain infinite rewriting systems. In Section 5 we shall use this result to show that decidability of the rational subset problem passes through graph of groups constructions with finite edge groups.
A monadic rewriting system Γ over a finite alphabet Σ is a subset of Σ * × (Σ ∪ {ε}). An element (w, x) ∈ Γ is normally written w → x. If C is a class of languages, then Γ is called a C-monadic rewriting system if for each x ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, the set
belongs to C. A finite encoding system for the class C naturally gives rise to a finite encoding system for C-monadic rewriting systems which stores for each x ∈ Σ ∪ { } an encoding of Γ x . We shall be particularly interested in the case where C is the class of RID languages, encoded via RID algorithms. If Γ is a monadic rewriting system, then we write u ⇒ v if u = rws ∈ Σ * and v = rxs ∈ Σ * with w → x ∈ Γ . We denote by ⇒ * the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation ⇒. If u ⇒ * v, then v is said to be a descendant of u (under Γ ) and u is said be an ancestor of v (under Γ ). If L ⊆ Σ * is a language, then LΓ denotes the set of all descendants of L under Γ and LΓ −1 denotes the set of all ancestors of L under Γ .
It is well known to computer scientists that the set of descendants of a regular language under a monadic rewriting system is again a regular language. Moreover, if the rewriting system is finite [4, 8] or context-free [7] then one can algorithmically construct an automaton for the language of descendants. The following theorem gives a more general condition under which this is possible. Theorem 4.1. Let Γ ⊆ Σ * × (Σ ∪ {ε}) be a monadic rewriting system and let L ⊆ Σ * be a regular language. Then LΓ is regular. Moreover, there is an algorithm which, given an RID monadic rewriting system (encoded via the RID algorithms for the Γ x , x ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}) and a finite automaton recognising a language L ⊆ Σ * , produces an automaton recognising LΓ .
Proof. Let M 0 be a finite automaton recognising a language L ⊆ Σ * . Clearly, by subdividing edges and adding extra vertices as necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that the edges of M 0 are labelled by elements of Σ ∪ {ε}. Now starting from M 0 , we construct a sequence of automata as follows.
The automaton M i+1 has the same vertex set as M i , and all the edges of M i (which we call inherited edges in M i+1 ), plus some additional edges (called new edges) constructed as follows. For each pair of vertices p and q in M i denote by L i pq the set of all words labelling paths from
is given a new edge from p to q labelled x (unless M i already had one).
Moreover, L i pq is easily seen to be (effectively computable as) a regular language. Hence, if we are given Γ encoded using RID algorithms, we can test whether each Γ x intersects with L i pq and so M i+1 can be effectively constructed from M i .
Since every automaton in the sequence has the same vertex set, and at each stage we only add edges labelled by the (finitely many) letters in Σ ∪ {ε} in places where they do not already exist, the sequence must terminate. That is, there exists j such that
Clearly L(M i ) ⊆ L(M i+1 ) for each i since we have been adding new edges. We claim that if v ∈ L(M i ) and v ⇒ w, then w ∈ L(M i+1 ).
Indeed, suppose v = rus and w = rxs with u → x ∈ Γ . Then v labels a successful path π in M i and there is a factorisation π = ρΥ σ such that the paths ρ, Υ , σ are, respectively, labelled by r, u, s. Let e, f be the respective initial and terminal vertices of the path Υ . Then either an edge ξ from e to f labelled by x already exists in M i , or a new edge ξ from e to f with label x is added in the construction of M i+1 . Hence ρξ σ is a successful path labelled by w = rxs in M i+1 . It follows immediately that if u ∈ L and u ⇒ * w, then w ∈ L(M r ) where r is the number of steps needed to derive w from u.
To show the converse, it suffices to show that
has a path π from the initial vertex to some terminal vertex labelled w; consider a factorisation w = w 0 x 1 w 1 x 2 w 2 · · · x n w n where, in the path π , each w j ∈ Σ * is read along inherited edges and each x j ∈ Σ ∪ {ε} is read along a new edge from e j to f j . Now by the construction of M i , for each x j there exists y j ∈ Σ * such that y j → x j ∈ Γ and y j labels a path from e j to f j in M i . If follows that the word v = w 0 y 1
In [7] , it is shown that the set of ancestors of a context-free language under a context-free monadic rewriting system is always context-free. We obtain an analogous effective result for RID rewriting systems. Proof. Theorem 3.1 gives the equivalence of (i) and (ii). To show that (ii) implies (iii) simply take the RID monadic rewriting system consisting of all rules w → ε where w belongs to the word problem. The implication (iii) implies (ii) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.2 and the fact that singletons are RID languages. 2
Graphs of groups, amalgamated products and HNN extensions
In this section, we apply the language-theoretic results of Section 3 to some problems in group theory. We show that decidability of rational subset membership is preserved under graph of groups constructions [38] with finite edge groups. A particular consequence is that this property passes through free products amalgamated over finite subgroups and HNN extensions with finite associated subgroups.
We briefly recall the definitions of a graph of groups and its fundamental group; a detailed introduction can be found in [38] . Let Y be a finite, directed graph with (possibly) loops and multiple edges. For the converse, we use the notation defined above. Since the vertex groups are assumed to be finitely generated, we may assume that the generating sets X v are finite. Moreover, since the edge groups are finite and there are finitely many edges, we may assume without loss of generality that for every edge y, the sets X yα and X yω contain a letter representing each non-identity element of G yα α y and G yω ω y , respectively. Let B be the (disjoint) union of all the sets X v and the edges of Y . Then B is a finite generating set for the group F (G, Y ).
Fix a vertex v 0 ∈ V (Y ), and let P ⊆ B * denote the set of words of cycle type at v 0 . We claim first that the intersection of P with the word problem W of F (G, Y ) is RID. To show this we define an RID monadic rewriting system Γ over B with the following two types of rules:
• If v is a vertex and a generator h ∈ X v and word w ∈ X * v represent the same element of G v , then there is a rule w → h; • If y is an edge, g ∈ G y and h ∈ X yα and k ∈ X yα represent gα and gω, respectively, then there is a rule yky → h.
Since all the vertex groups G v are assumed to have decidable rational subset problem, it follows easily from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 that Γ is an RID monadic rewriting system. Let e ∈ X v 0 be the generator representing the identity in G v 0 , and define
Since a singleton language is RID, we deduce by Corollary 4.2 that {e}Γ −1 is RID (as singletons are clearly RID languages), and it follows easily that L is RID. We claim that L is the intersection of the language P of words of cycle type at v 0 with the word problem W of F (G, Y ) . Clearly, the rewriting rules in Γ are relations satisfied in F (G, Y ), from which it follows that L ⊆ W . It is also easy to see that applications of the rewriting rules in Γ preserve paths with are not of cycle type at v 0 , so that L ⊆ P . Thus, L ⊆ W ∩ P .
Conversely, suppose that w ∈ W ∩ P . Then we can write w = w 0 y 1 w 1 y 2 w 2 · · · y n w n as per (i)-(iv) above. We proceed by induction on the parameter n (which we shall term the length of w) to show that w ∈ L. If n = 0, then w ∈ X * v 0 represents 1 in G v 0 and so w → e ∈ Γ , whence w ⇒ e, establishing w ∈ L.
Assume that all elements of W ∩ P of length at most k < n belong to L. Since w ∈ W ∩ P , it follows by [38, Theorem I.11] that there exists i such that y i+1 = y i and w i ∈ X y i ω represents an element gω y i for some g ∈ G y i . Now there are generators h ∈ X y i α and k ∈ X y i ω representing gα y i and gω y i , respectively. By definition, Γ contains rules w i → k and y i ky i+1 → h. Now if we set w = w 0 y 1 · · · w i−1 hw i+1 y i+2 · · · w n , then w ⇒ * w . Since w ∈ W ∩ P represents the identity in F (G, Y ) and its expression is shorter, we obtain by induction that w ⇒ * e and so w ⇒ * e. Thus, we conclude that W ∩ P = L and so is RID, as claimed. Now let X be a finite monoid generating set for the fundamental group π 1 (G, Y, v 0 ); this group is indeed finitely generated, namely by a set in correspondence with the disjoint union of the generating sets X v and the set of edges not belonging to some spanning tree for Y [38, Section I.5]. Choose a morphism ρ : X * → B * which takes each element x ∈ X to some word w x ∈ P which represents the same element of π 1 (G, Y, v 0 ) as x. Since P is a submonoid of B * , the image of ρ lies in P . Hence, for any word w ∈ X * , w lies in the word problem of π 1 An HNN extension is the fundamental group of a graph of groups with a single vertex v and a matched pair y, y of loops at v. The vertex group G v is the base group of the HNN construction, while the edge group G y = G y is isomorphic to the associated subgroups [38, Section I.5.1]. Hence, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. Let H be an HNN extension of a group G with finite associated subgroups. Then H has decidable rational subset problem if and only if G has decidable rational subset problem. Moreover, the equivalence is effective
Similarly, an amalgamated free product corresponds to the fundamental group of a graph of groups with two vertices connected by a matched pair of edges [38, We remark that the proof of Theorem 5.1 establishes a more general fact. Recall that if C is a class of languages closed under inverse morphisms then the property of a finitely generated group having word problem in C is independent of the finite generating set chosen [20 The assumptions of Theorem 5.4 are satisfied by, for example, the class of context-free languages [5, 7] . A well-known theorem of Muller and Schupp [35] augmented by a subsequent result of Dunwoody [12] says that a group has context-free word problem if and only if it is virtually free. Our method therefore gives the following result, which can also be proved in many other ways, for instance from work of Karrass, Pietrowski and Solitar [28] . 
G-automata and rational subsets
In this section, we consider the rational subset problem in direct products. We show that if G is a finitely generated group and M a finitely generated monoid, then the rational subset problem for G × M is decidable exactly if the subsets of M defined by G-automata have uniformly decidable membership problem. This combines with a group-theoretic interpretation [25] of a well-known theorem of Chomsky and Schützenberger [9] to give a characterisation of rational subset membership in direct products of the form F × M with F a free group, in terms of the uniform decidability of membership for context-free subsets of M.
Let G be a finitely generated group. Recall that a G-automaton over the alphabet Σ is a finite automaton P over G × Σ * . The G-automaton language accepted by P is the set of all words w ∈ Σ * such that (1, w) belongs to the rational subset recognised by P [17, 25] . The G-automaton languages are exactly the rational transductions of the word problem of G [25, Proposition 2] . More generally, we say that a G-automaton over a monoid M is a finite automaton P over G × M. The G-automaton subset recognised by P is the set of all elements m ∈ M such that (1, m) belongs to the rational subset recognised by P . It is easily seen that the G-automaton subsets are exactly the homomorphic images of G-automaton languages.
Having fixed G and M and some finite generating sets A and B, respectively, the G-automaton subsets of M have a natural encoding as finite automata over G × M. Thus, we may ask whether membership is uniformly decidable for G-automaton subsets of M; an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 2.1 shows that this property is independent of the choice of generating sets. The following result relates decidability properties of G-automaton subsets to the rational subset membership problem. Proof. Let A and B be finite generating sets for G and M, respectively, so that A ∪ B is a generating set for G × M. In view of our comments above, we may assume that all words and automata are encoded using these generating sets.
Suppose first that (i) holds, that is, that the rational subset problem is decidable, and that we are given a finite automaton P over G × M and an element m ∈ M. In view of our choice of generators, the word over B encoding m ∈ M also encodes the element (1, m) ∈ G × M. Now m lies in the G-automaton language defined by P if and only if (1, m) lies in the rational subset defined by P . By assumption, this can be tested, so that (ii) holds.
Conversely, suppose (ii) holds, and that we are given a finite automaton P defining a rational subset of R ⊆ G × M and an element (g, m) ∈ G × M. Since (g, m) is encoded as a word over A ∪ B, we can easily compute a word representing (g, 1) and from that, a word representing (g −1 , 1) . It follows that we can construct from P a finite automaton Q recognising the rational subset We note that, since property (i) in the statement of Theorem 6.1 is symmetric in G and M, we obtain the following corollary for G-automaton subsets of groups.
Corollary 6.2. Let G and H be finitely generated groups. Then the following are equivalent: (i) membership is uniformly decidable for G-automaton subsets of H ; (ii) membership is uniformly decidable for H -automaton subsets of G.
We now turn our attention to the implications of Theorem 6.1 in the case that the group G is a finitely generated free group F of rank 2 or more. By [25, Theorem 7] , which is essentially a group-theoretic restatement of the Chomsky-Schützenberger theorem [9] , the languages accepted by F -automata are exactly the context-free languages. Combining with Theorem 6.1, we immediately obtain the following corollary, where F n denotes a free group of rank n. Proof. If F is a free non-abelian group then F × F has undecidable subgroup membership problem [34] and hence undecidable rational subset problem. The result now follows from Corollary 6.3. 2
Applying known results from language theory, we obtain the following. Proof. In each case, by Corollary 6.3, it suffices to show that membership is uniformly decidable for context-free subsets of the monoid in question (encoded as context-free grammars over a finite generating set). This is well known for the case of a free monoid X * [22, Section 6.3], so (iii) holds.
Since abelian groups are examples of commutative monoids, it suffices now to prove case (ii). Let M be a commutative monoid generated by a finite subset X; then there is a surjective morphism ρ : X * → M. Let σ : X * → N X be the canonical morphism from the free monoid X * to the free commutative monoid N X on X; clearly ρ factors through σ via a morphism τ : N X → M. Now suppose we are given a context-free subset of M (encoded as a context-free grammar over X) and an element m ∈ M encoded as a word w ∈ X * . Let L be the language over X generated by the grammar. Then by Parikh's theorem [36] , we can effectively compute a regular language L such that L σ = Lσ . Hence Lρ = L ρ is a rational subset of M. But a result of Eilenberg and Schützenberger [14] shows that the preimage of any rational subset of M under τ is a rational subset of N X . Moreover, the proof is effective: one can effectively find a regular language L ⊆ X * such that L σ = L ρτ −1 . So m ∈ L if and only if wσ ∈ L σ . Hence we have reduced our problem to the rational subset membership problem for N X . Now N X is a finitely generated submonoid of Z X . It was observed by Grunschlag [19] that the description of rational subsets in commutative monoids as semilinear sets, due to Eilenberg and Schützenberger [14] , leads to an immediate solution of the rational subset membership problem for Z X (and hence N X ) via integer programming. This completes the proof. 2
Graph groups
In this section, we briefly discuss the subgroup membership problem and rational subset problem for the class of graph groups (which are also known as right-angled Artin groups, trace groups or free partially commutative groups).
Let Γ be a finite undirected graph; we denote by V (Γ ) the vertex set of Γ , and by E(Γ ) the edge set of Γ , which we view as a symmetric, reflexive subset of V (Γ ) × V (Γ ). Recall that the graph group G(Γ ) is the group with presentation
V (Γ ) ef = f e for all (e, f ) ∈ E(Γ ) .
The extreme examples of graph groups, obtained when Γ has no edges or is complete, are free groups and free abelian groups, respectively. In general, there are many properties of groups which are easily seen to hold for free groups and free abelian groups, but for radically different reasons. Establishing the extent to which such properties hold in general graph groups is often much more difficult, but can be very enlightening. Decidability of the subgroup membership problem and decidability of the rational subset problem are two such properties.
A recent result of Kapovich, Weidmann and Myasnikov [27] shows that the subgroup membership problem is decidable for graph groups on finite graphs without chord-free cycles of length four or more. On the other hand, the graph group on a four-cycle is a direct product of non-abelian free groups; it follows from the results of Mikhailova [34] discussed above that the subgroup membership problem is undecidable for G(Γ ) whenever Γ contains a chord-free four-cycle. Decidability of the subgroup membership problem seems to be open for graph groups G(Γ ) where Γ contains chord-free cycles but not of length four; these groups do not contain a direct product of non-abelian groups as a subgroup [26] , and so Mikhailova's result does not assist. The following question is an obvious starting point for research in this direction. Question 7.1. Is the subgroup membership problem decidable for the graph group on an n-cycle with n 5?
Similarly, we have seen that the rational subset problem is decidable for free groups and free abelian groups. Combining Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 6.5 we immediately obtain decidability for a somewhat larger class.
Corollary 7.2. The rational subset membership problem is decidable for free products of direct products of a free group with a free abelian group.
In graph-theoretic terms, Corollary 7.2 applies to G(Γ ) where every connected component of Γ is the join (see [11] ) of a complete graph and a graph with no edges. On the other hand, we saw above that the subgroup membership problem is undecidable for G(Γ ) where Γ contains a four-cycle without chords, so the rational subset problem is also undecidable in these cases.
Many cases remain open; these are summarised in the following question. (i) Γ is a three-edge line? (ii) Γ has no chord-free cycles of length four or more? (iii) Γ is an n-cycle with n 5? (iv) Γ contains no chord-free four-cycles?
